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Abstract. The automatic modelling tool Conjure generates CSP mod-
els from problem specifications. The generated models may contain sev-
eral redundant representations of the same specification variable. The
consistency between the alternative representations is maintained by im-
posing channelling constraints. In this paper we present an algorithm
that produces correct channelling constraints for the generated models
using only the facilities already provided by the Conjure system.

1 Introduction

The multiple (concrete) representations of an (abstract) specification variable
produce the alternatives to be found in a combined model. The simultaneous
assignments of values of each concrete representation must be constrained to
stand for the same value for the abstract variable. Hence, we need a method to
maintain the consistency between simultaneous redundant representations. This
is achieved by imposing channelling constraints. The systematic generation of
representations allows to trace how each of the alternatives arises. This under-
standing of representations helps to produce the correct channelling constraints.
In this paper we introduce an algorithm for the systematic generation of chan-
nelling constraints between simultaneous redundant representations (under the
Conjure framework). The basic notions related to modelling, channelling con-
straints and Conjure, and an outline for the rest of the paper are given as
follows.

Solving a problem using CSP technology requires mapping its informal de-
scription (often natural language) into a formal description in a particular formal
system adequate for constraint solving. This process is called modelling. Mod-
elling is a hard task. In many cases the conceptual gap between the informal
problem description and the constraint program is large. We may find that a
problem is easily modelled with a variable whose domain is unsupported by
current solvers. For example, the Sonet problem (shown in Figure 1) requires as-
signing nodes to a group of rings. This is easily modelled with a variable (rings)
whose domain is composed by multisets of sets of elements drawn from an inte-
ger range (Nodes). Variables with this sort of domain are not supported by any
current solver. Modellers must use variables with supported domains to repre-
sent and implement variables with unsupported domains. In our example, we can
use a two-dimensional matrix of integer variables to represent the variable rings.



Often, the transformation from an unsupported variable to a supported one in-
volves the addition of constraints to the model. Following the example, to ensure
the soundness of the transformation from rings to the two-dimensional matrix
we need to impose a group of allDifferent constraints, one for each represented
set.

In an attempt to reduce the burden of hand-crafted modelling, several sys-
tems have been created to automate some of the modelling decisions. One of
these systems is Conjure [1], a system that transforms problem specifications
into CSP models. Abstract variables in a specification fed to Conjure may
have domains currently unsupported by solvers. Conjure uses a set of refine-
ment rules to compositionally refine the variables (and constraints) into concrete
representations that can be implemented in current solvers. We briefly describe
Conjure in Section 2.

Modellers often come up with several alternatives to represent an abstract
variable. In Section 3 we discuss the definition of representation. We also present
some examples of alternative redundant representations.

Different representations may have different strengths. Good modellers know
that combining alternative representations in the same model can improve propa-
gation, among other benefits. To maintain the consistency between these simul-
taneous alternatives we need to add channelling constraints [2] to the model.
Section 4 discusses channelling constraints (also called channels) between alter-
native representations.

Conjure is able to produce multiple redundant representations of the same
variable. Also, these different alternatives can be generated simultaneously in
the same model. Currently, Conjure does not produce automatically the chan-
nelling constraints to maintain the consistency between the alternative repre-
sentations. We show in Section 5 that it is possible to generate systematically
those channels. More importantly, we can use Conjure for the generation, that
is, we do not require implementing a new subsystem for the generation.

Final remarks and future work details can be found in the last section of this
paper.

2 Refinement and CONJURE

Essence version one (EV1) [4] is the language used to specify problems fed
to Conjure. Variables in EV1 may have associated domains unsupported by
current solvers, for example, multisets, functions, relations and partitions. Unlike
other languages such as F [5], the domain system of EV1 allows domains to be
compound to arbitrary depth, thus providing variables with a domain of sets of
integers, sets of sets of integers, and so forth.

The current implemented version of Conjure refines variables whose (ar-
bitrarily compound) domains can be composed by integers, Booleans, sets or
multisets. It is planed to extend this implementation of Conjure to support all
the range of domains allowed by EV1. A full description of the EV1 language
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A Sonet communication network comprises a number of rings, each joining a number
of nodes. A node is installed on a ring using an ADM. There is a capacity bound on
the number of nodes that can be installed on a ring. Each node can be installed on
more than one ring. Communication can be routed between a pair of nodes only if
both are installed on a common ring. Given the capacity bound and a specification
of which pairs of nodes must communicate, allocate a set of nodes to each ring so
that the given communication demands are met. The objective is to minimise the
number of ADMs used. (This is a common simplification of the full Sonet problem,
as described in [3])

given nrings:int, nnodes:int, capacity:int
where nrings≥ 1, nnodes≥ 1, capacity≥ 1
letting Nodes be int(1..nnodes)
given demand:set of set (size 2) of Nodes
find rings: mset (size nrings) of set (maxsize capacity) of Nodes
minimising

P
r∈rings |r|

such that ∀pair∈demand. ∃r∈rings. pair ⊆ r

Fig. 1. Essence specification of the Sonet Problem.

and the performance of Conjure is given in http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/aig/
constraints/AutoModel/.

An example of an EV1 specification can be found in Figure 1. Keywords
identifying the various statements of the specification are shown in teletype
font. The integer parameters of the problem nnodes, nrings, capacity and demand
are declared after the keyword given. The restrictions for the parameters of a
problem instance are specified after the keyword where. Following the keyword
letting, Nodes is declared as a ‘short-cut’ for the integer range int(1..nnodes).
The decision variable rings is declared as a multiset of sets of integer numbers,
after the keyword find. Notice that when declared, each parameter and each
variable has its domain attached after the symbol ‘:’. The objective function
follows the keyword minimising and the constraints of the problem follow the
keywords such that.

The variable rings has an associated compound domain. To refine this vari-
able and others of arbitrarily compound domain, Conjure performs the refine-
ment process in a compositional manner. That is, it first reduces the multiset
layer by refining rings into a new variable(s) that represents the multiset. This
reduction of layers is performed by the recursive application of the refinement
rules. All refinement rules output a correct representation of their input, where
an input can be a variable or a constraint.

To exemplify the compositional construction carried out in each rule let us
explain the SizedMultiset1 rule shown in Figure 2. This rule accepts as input a
variable whose domain is composed by multisets of τ (τ represents any domain),
where each multiset has a restricted size n (n is a placeholder for any expression).
Thus, the variable rings matches the input of the SizedMultiset1 rule and this
rule can be applied. The SizedMultiset1 rule ‘peels off’ the multiset layer of
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SizedMultiset1 ρ(X1:mset (size m) of τ)
ref→

{ X ′′
1

represent X1 by expmset(X ′
1)

|
X ′′

1 ∈ ρ(X ′
1)

}

X′
1 = genSymbol(X1, matrix (indexed by 1..m) of τ)

Fig. 2. SizedMultiset1 Rule

the variable X1. It does so by generating a new variable with the instruction
genSymbol. The new variable X ′

1 has a matrix domain. To refine the following
layer (τ in the rule, sets for the variable rings) of the new variable, the refinement
function ρ must be called recursively. The function ρ matches its input with
the input of a rule and then applies the rule. After the recursive refinement is
finished, the SizedMultiset1 rule returns X ′′

1 , a correct representation of X1.
For the variable rings the output depends on the refinement rules used by ρ to
transform the set layer.

Often, there are several refinement rules that can be applied to an expression.
In fact, ρ returns a set of alternative refinements. Hence, by the successive ap-
plication of refinement rules, Conjure may transform a high-level specification
into various different CSP models. Each of the generated models is a correct
representation of the original specification and it can be easily implemented in
a current solver. At the moment, Conjure does not implement any heuristic to
select effective models from the alternatives generated.

Conjure is also able to generate models including multiple alternative con-
structions related to an abstract variable if this variable appears more than once
in the constraints of an EV1 specification. For example, in the Sonet problem
Conjure may generate a model with two simultaneous alternatives for rings,
one to be used in the objective function (

∑
r∈rings |r|), and a very different one

for the problem constraint (∀pair∈demand. ∃r∈rings. pair ⊆ r). It is expected that
each of the constructed alternatives represent the same value of the specification
variable when all the variables of an implementation of the model are instan-
tiated to values. This consistency between alternatives is maintained through
channelling constraints.

The current implementation of Conjure does not generate the channelling
constraints. However, the rules add information tags to the model. Some of these
tags annotate the relation between the variables used in the rule. For example,
we find in the SizedMultiset1 rule the channelling annotation tag ‘represent
X1 by expmset(X ′

1)’ to express the relation between X1 and X ′
1. In general, the

channelling annotations provide information about the type of representation(s)
generated by the rule. A human modeller can interpret the information of these
tags and use it to construct the needed channelling constraints. The next section
discusses the representations and the channelling annotations used by Conjure
to tag the derivation (and relation) of representations. Channelling constraints
are formally defined and discussed in Section 4.
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3 Representations

An abstract variable whose domain is unsupported by a solver must be imple-
mented with a variable or variables of supported domain and possibly some
associated constraints over the implemented variables. During the refinement
process, the input of a rule can be a variable or a constraint (with its variables)
whereas variables (and their domains) and possibly some constraints compose
the output of a refinement rule. In both cases we have that a group of variables
and constraints is transformed into another group of variables and constraints.
The following definition of CSP instance captures the notion of a general unit
of transformation.

Definition 1 A viewpoint is a pair V = (z, DZ) where Z is a set of variables
and DZ is a set containing for every variable z ∈ Z an associated domain DZ(z)
defining the set of possible values of z (domain).

An assignment in V is a pair 〈z, a〉, which means that variable z ∈ Z is as-
signed the value a ∈ DZ(z). A total assignment is a set of unique assignments
for each of the variables in Z.

A CSP instance is a pair R = (V, C) where V is a viewpoint and C is
a (possibly empty) set of the constraints. The variables (and domains) of each
constraint in C must be included in V.

A total assignment of the variables of the CSP instance R is a solution if it
satisfies all the constraints in R.

Example of CSP instance: The CSP instance S1 (set) consists of a single
variable S whose domain consists of all sets of size n whose elements are drawn
from the integer range a..b; where a, b and n are integer numbers such that
a ≤ b and n > 0. The set of constraints in S1 is empty. These definitions of a,
b, n, S and S1 are used throughout this document.

Viewpoints are defined and used by Law and Lee in their model induction
[6] and model algebra [7]. The concept of CSP instance is very similar to their
concept of model. The main difference is that CSP instances (and viewpoints)
are not required to be associated with a problem (immediately). We do, however,
describe the conditions for a CSP instance to be represented by another CSP
instance. Intuitively, we aim to transform an initial CSP instance into another
one that represents it consistently. Hence, the definition of representation must
be strongly related to the preservation of solutions.

Definition 2 R′ represents R via ψ if R′ = (V ′, C ′) and R = (V, C) are CSP
instances and ψ is a partial function from the total assignments of the variables
in V ′ into the total assignments of the variables in V such that:

– For each total assignment x′ of the variables in V ′, x′ satisfies the constraints
in C ′ if and only if ψ(x′) is defined and satisfies the constraints in C,

– For each assignment x of the variables in V satisfying the constraints in C,
there is an assignment x′ of the variables in V ′ such that ψ(x′) = x.
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The triple 〈R, R′, ψ〉 specifies the representation of R (under R′ and ψ).

Example of representation: The array of one dimension of integer variables
V aE1S indexed by 1..n composes the variable section of the CSP instance E1
(explicit set). Each element of the array has an integer domain a..b. The CSP
instance E1 includes constraints that ensure all the elements of the array V aE1S
are different (allDifferent). Let ψE be a function from the assignments of V aE1S
into the assignments of S. The application of ψE is defined only for arrays whose
values are all different. The function ψE returns a set containing the values
present in the array. Notice that ψE fulfils all the requisites of Definition 2,
hence E1 represents S1 via ψE .

The variable representation discussed by Jefferson and Frisch [8] is similar
to this definition, however, they do not base representations on CSP instances.
In fact, they disregards the constraints in its definition. A stronger definition of
the function ψ defines the equivalence of CSP instances.

Definition 3 R′ is equivalent to R via ψ if and only if R′ represents R via
ψ, ψ has an inverse, and R represents R via ψ−1.

Examples of equivalent representation: Any CSP instance R is equiva-
lent to itself via the identity function. An example more related to sets is the
CSP instance O1 (occurrence set) that contains an array of one dimension of
Boolean variables V aO1S indexed by the integer range a..b. The constraint
sum(V aO1S) = n is the only element of the set of constraints. The function
ψO from the assignments of V aO1S to the assignments of S is defined only for
the assignments satisfying sum(V aO1S) = n. ψO returns a set with the indexes
of V aO1S where the Boolean value True is assigned. It is not difficult to con-
clude that O1 represents S1 via ψO and S1 represents O1 via ψ−1

O . Hence O1
is equivalent to S1 via ψO.

The one to one correspondence between assignments assumed by the equiva-
lence is similar to the requirement for redundancy of Law and Lee [6]. Among the
representations of Conjure we find important non-equivalent representations of
some CSP instances. For example, the CSP instance E1 is not equivalent to S1
(neither to O1) but it is still a representation of both. Therefore, we use the de-
finition of representation to describe redundancy, that is, two CSP instances are
redundant if they represent the same CSP instance. In the Conjure framework,
two different CSP instances generated by the refinement of the same specification
variable are redundant if the generation ensures that they are representations
of the specification variable. So far, we have discussed CSP instances without
focusing in how these CSP instances were constructed to represent another CSP
instance. Let us now focus on the core of this construction, the refinement rules.

Notice in Figure 2 we specify the input of the rule SizedMultiset1 as only
one variable (X1). Similarly, a single constraint can be used as the input of a
rule. In fact, a single variable can be seen as the CSP instance consisting only
of the variable and the empty set of constraints. In the case of a constraint, the
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SizedSet1 ρ(X1:set (size m) of τ)
ref→

{ X ′′
1

represent X1 by expset(X ′
1)

such that χ
|
X ′′

1 ∈ ρ(X ′
1)

χ ∈ ρ(allDifferent(X ′
1))

}

X′
1 = genSymbol(X1, matrix (indexed by 1..m) of τ)

Fig. 3. SizedSet1 Rule

CSP instance is composed by the variables and domains of the constraint and
the constraint as the only element of the set of constraints.

Also, observe the rule SizedMultiset1 composes an intermediate CSP. The
variable X ′

1 is the only variable of this intermediate CSP instance. The inter-
mediate CSP instance contains no constraints and it represents the input X1.
Furthermore, each CSP instance of ρ(X ′

1) represents the CSP instance contain-
ing only the variable X ′

1. The following theorem ensures, for the cases where an
intermediate CSP instance is generated, that each final CSP instance returned
by the refinement rule is a representation of the input CSP instance.

Theorem 1 (Transitivity) If R′′ represents R′ via ψ′ and R′ represents R via
ψ then R′′ represents R via ψ ◦ ψ′.

Proof. Straightforward.

Previously, we introduced the channelling annotations as information tags
(attached to the model by the rules of Conjure) used to indicate the relation
between two variables. More formally, they provide information to construct the
representation relation between two CSP instances. To illustrate this construc-
tion let us use some of the former examples.

The SizedSet1 rule shown in Figure 3 can be used to generate E1 when
refining the variable S. The variable S on its own is seen as the CSP instance
S1. This rule would introduce the channelling annotation ‘represent S by ex-
pset(VaE1S )’ stating that VaE1S is the variable used for the explicit set repre-
sentation of S. That means E1 represents S1 via ψE . Notice that the function
ψE and the allDifferent constraints of E1 are implicitly included in the anno-
tation as part of the representation. If the CSP instance O1 is generated to
represent S1 using the SizedSet2 rule (see Figure 4), the channelling anno-
tation ‘represent S by occset(VaO1S )’ its attached to the model to indicate
V aO1S as the variable used in the occurrence representation of the set S. Simi-
larly, O1 represents S1 via ψO, where ψO and the constraint sum(V aO1S) = n
are implicitly included on the annotation as part of the obtained representation.
From the refinement rules we can produce a catalogue of channelling annotations
expressing the different representations used in the refinement.
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SizedSet2 ρ(X1:set (size m) of τ)
ref→

{ X ′′
1

represent X1 by occset(X ′
1)

such that ω
|
X ′′

1 ∈ ρ(X ′
1)

ω ∈ ρ(sum(X ′
1) = m)

}

X′
1 = genSymbol(X1, matrix (indexed by τ) of bool)

Fig. 4. SizedSet2 Rule

4 Alternative Representations and Channels

Alternative representations of the same variable remain independent until we
add channelling constraints to maintain the consistency between them. There
is not a precise definition of channelling constraints, hence we present below a
definition based on the discused framework.

Definition 4 Let P1 = 〈R, R1, ψ1〉 and P2 = 〈R, R2, ψ2〉 be representations of
R. Let vars(R1) and vars(R2) be disjoint sets of variables. The set of constraints
Ch is considered a set of channelling constraints between P1 and P2 if:

– For each total assignment x1 (of the variables in R1) satisfying the con-
straints in R1 there is at least one total assignment x2 (of the variables in
R2) such that the composed assignment x1 ∪ x2 satisfies the constraints in
Ch. Similarly for each satisfying x2 there must be an assignment x1 such
that the composed assignment x1 ∪ x2 satisfies the constraints in Ch.

– For all total assignments x1 and x2 where the composed assignment x1 ∪ x2

satisfies the constraints in Ch, ψ1(x1) and ψ2(x2) are either both undefined
or take the same value.

This definition extends the definition of channelling constraints between vari-
able representations of Jefferson and Frisch [8]. This definition ensures the correct
connection between assignments that represent the same value. It also takes into
account that some assignments in a representation may be undefined in another
representation.

Let us now show the channels between some of the former examples of CSP
instances. The CSP instances S1 and E1 represent S1. Observe that S1 repre-
sents S1 via the identity function (called here ψid). The following constraint is
a channelling constraint between S1 and E1.

[CHS1E1] ∀j∈a..b. (j ∈ S ⇔ ∃i∈1..n. V aE1S[i] = j)

Clearly, for every assignment of S there is at least one assignment of V aE1S
such that S ∪ V aE1S satisfies the channel CHS1E1 and V aE1S satisfies the
constraints of E1. This is also satisfied the other way around. Furthermore, the
definition of ψid and ψE ensure ψid(S) and ψE(V aE1S) are either equal or both
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undefined when S ∪ V aE1S satisfies CHS1E1.

Similarly, the following constraint is a channelling constraint between S1 and
O1.

[CHS1O1] ∀j∈a..b. (j ∈ S ⇔ V aO1S[j])

Suppose that Conjure produces a model with both E1 and O1 as represen-
tations of S1. It is not very difficult to see the following channelling constraint
to connect the alternative representations E1 and O1 is correct according to
Definition 4.

[CHE1O1] ∀j∈a..b. (V aO1S[j] ⇔ ∃i∈1..n. V aE1S[i] = j)

We can join two alternative representations of an initial CSP instance together
with their channelling constraints. The following theorem ensures that a CSP
instance composed this way is also a representation the initial CSP instance.

Theorem 2 Let 〈R, R1, ψ1〉 and 〈R, R2, ψ2〉 be variable disjoint representations
of R, and Ch a set of channelling constraints between them. We can compose a
function ψ from ψ1 or ψ2 such that the triple 〈R, R1 ∪ R2 ∪ Ch, ψ〉 represents
R via ψ.

Proof. Define ψ as the extended version of ψ1, such that it can be applied to any
total assignment x of the union of variables of R1 and R2. The function ψ returns
the same values the function ψ1 returns whenever a given assignment satisfies
the constraints in Ch. The function ψ is undefined otherwise. The definition of
ψ and the correct channelling constraints ensure that every total assignment x
of the union of variables of R1 and R2 satisfies the constraints in R1, R2 and
Ch if and only if the function ψ(x) is defined. Also using the definitions it is not
hard to see each solution of R is obtained by the application of ψ some total
assignment x. Hence the CSP instance R1 ∪ R2 ∪ Ch satisfies the requirements
to represent R via ψ. ¤

Note that 〈S1, E1 ∪ O1 ∪ CHE1O1, ψ′O〉 is a representation of S1 where
ψ′O is the extension of ψO

The refinement of R returns a CSP instance R′ and a set of annotations
declaring all the intermediate CSP instances representing R where R′ represents
all of them. That is, the annotations describe a sequence of refinements from R′

to R. We call R′ the final representation of R. In the next section we discuss the
generation of channelling constraints between two alternative final (redundant)
representations.

5 Systematic Generation of Channelling Constraints

We have shown how we can relate two CSP instances using the information
provided by the channelling annotations: more importantly, we presented a def-
inition of channelling constraints between representations based on the notions
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of CSP instances and representations. The examples of channelling constraints
shown were fairly simple; however the generation of channelling constraints based
on the annotations becomes challenging for human modellers when the input
variables have deeply compound domains. It is not unreasonable to think that
the automation of the generation of the channelling constraints can be provided
by the refinement system already provided by Conjure.

Let P be a specification refined by Conjure into P ′ where the variable X
in P has two final representations in P ′, X1 and Y1. Suppose we can use the
annotations to force Conjure to produce only certain representations (with the
same domains) for certain variables. That is, we can ask Conjure to generate
specific representations following a path of refinements given by the annotations.
Let Y be a new variable with exactly the same domain of X. The constraint X =
Y fulfils the definition of channelling constraint between X and Y , where both
are representations of X. We can then re-refine X = Y forcing the X to refine
into X1 and the Y to refine into Y1. Such refinement produces a representation
of the channelling constraints between X1 and Y1. Hence, we can compose a
representation of X, 〈X, X1 ∪ Y1 ∪ ρX1,Y1(X = Y ), ψX1〉, where ρX1,Y1(X = Y )
is the conditioned refinement of X = Y . We call this algorithm of generation the
post-processing algorithm.

Theorem 3 If the rules of Conjure produce only representations of their in-
puts then the post-processing algorithm generates equivalent (correct) models.

Proof Sketch: If each specification variable has only one representation in a Con-
jure generated model we can ensure that the produced model is a representation
of the specification problem if the refinement always returns representations.

Let us restrain Conjure to produce only models with one representation of
each variable (if any). Suppose we have a variable A with two occurrences in the
constraints of the specification M . Let M ′ be the model M with a new variable
A′ of the same domain of A, the constraint A = A′, and one of the occurrences
of A substituted by A′. It is not hard to show that M ′ represents M as long as
all the rules preserve the representation property. Then, a model M ′′ obtained
by the post-processing algorithm representing M ′ represents M too. In fact we
can prove that there is a model M ′ which is equivalent (if not identical) to each
M ′′ generated by the post-processing algorithm. ¤

We show now an example of the post-processing algorithm with a modified
version of the variable rings of the Sonet problem. Let us define the domain of the
variable rings as all the multisets of size nrings, where each of the multisets has
for elements sets of size capacity of the integer range Nodes. Suppose we apply
the SizedMultiset1 rule to rings, then, a new variable rings′ is introduced. The
elements of the domain of this variable rings′ are arrays of sets of integers. Each
array is indexed by the integer range 1..n. The variable rings′ is used as input for
the recursive call to the refinement function. This call will eventually use either
the SizedSet1 rule or the SizedSet2 rule.

The application of the SizedSet1 rule produces the variable rings′1 whose
domain elements are two dimensional matrices of integer variables. All matrices
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SizedMultisetEquality1 ρ(X1:mset (size m) of τ = X2:mset (size m) of τ)
ref→

{ φ
represent X1 by expmset(X ′

1)
represent X2 by expmset(X ′

2)
|
φ ∈ ρ(∀i∈1..m. ∃j∈1..m. X ′

1[i] = X ′
2[j])

}

X′
1 = genSymbol(X1, matrix (indexed by 1..m) of τ)

X′
2 = genSymbol(X2, matrix (indexed by 1..m) of τ)

Fig. 5. SizedMultisetEquality1 Equality Rule

SizedSetEquality1 ρ(X1:set (size m) of τ = X2:set (size m) of τ)
ref→

{ φ
represent X1 by expset(X ′

1)
represent X2 by occset(X ′

2)
such that χ ∧ ω
|
φ ∈ ρ(∀j∈τ . X ′

2[j] ⇔ ∃i∈1..m. X ′
1[i] = j)

χ ∈ ρ(allDifferent(X ′
1))

ω ∈ ρ(sum(X ′
2) = m)

}

X′
1 = genSymbol(X1, matrix (indexed by 1..m) of τ)

X′
2 = genSymbol(X2, matrix (indexed by τ) of bool)

Fig. 6. SizedSetEquality1 Equality Rule

of this domain must be indexed by the integer ranges 1..nrings and 1..capacity.
The channelling annotations introduced by this refinement are ‘represent rings
by expmset(rings′)’ and ‘∀i∈1..nrings. represent rings′[i] by expset(rings′1[i])’.

On the other hand, the application of the SizedSet2 rule produces the vari-
able rings′2 whose domain is integrated by two-dimensional matrices of Boolean
variables. All matrices of this domain must be indexed by the integer ranges
1..nrings and 1..nnodes. The channelling annotations introduced by this re-
finement are ‘represent rings by expmset(rings′)’ and ‘∀j∈1..nrings.
represent rings′[j] by occset(rings′2[j])’.

If these two representations, rings′1 and rings′2 are generated in the same
model we need to construct the correct channelling constraint. For the post-
processing algorithm we introduce the new variable rings to be restricted to
refine into rings′2. The restricted refinement of the constraint rings= rings uses
the SizedMultisetEquality1 rule (Fig. 5) first, and then, by means of the
recursive calls to the refinement function the SizedSetEquality1 rule (Fig. 6)
is applied. Finally, the following channelling constraint is obtained.

[CHrings] ∀i∈1..nrings. ∃j∈1..nrings. ∀k∈1..nnodes.

(rings′1[i, k] ⇔ ∃l∈1..capacity. rings′2[j, l] = k)
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

We present in this paper a framework relating representations of the same vari-
able in different levels of abstractions. The generation of channelling constraints
presented is based on the sequence of representations of an specification variable.

The algorithm presented, based on generalisations over CSP instances, reduce
the problem of automatic generation of channelling constraints to the problem
of proving the correctness of the refinement rules of Conjure. This method of
generation may work not only in the Conjure system, but also in any system
transforming CSP instances with an engine sufficient enough to transform the
constraint (A = A′).

It is important to notice the post processing algorithm can be generalised to
produce the channels between three or more representations of the same spec-
ification variable. We may even modify the strategy of generation and produce
only some channelling constraints instead of all the multiple channels between
these representations.

The work is far from being complete. The conditions and performance of
the generation of channels for non (totally) redundant representations are not
included in this paper. Also, correct channels may need post-processing for a bet-
ter reading of the user and/or to generate efficient code for a CSP solver. What
is more, due to the nature of the refinement process we may generate several
valid alternative channelling constraints. This alternative generation increases
the complexity of the model selection task.
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